Abstract: Microscopic simulation of container terminal is incomplete without sophisticated and authentic movement of mobile handling equipment. The modelled infrastructure has to be processed before the path finding takes its place. In this paper, the infrastructure is represented by navigation mesh which splits the traversable space into multiple convex polygons. A simple algorithm for creation of navigation mesh is presented, with some extensions dedicated to specific container terminals environment. Additional more complex algorithms are listed as well. Finally a combination of navigation mesh and grid-of-tiles approach is given.
Introduction
Container terminals are becoming a very important part of supply chain. Their primary purpose is to ensure unloading, transfer and loading of containers between different transport modes (trucks, trains, vessels) and to store containers temporarily until they are picked up. The containers are transloaded or transshipped using various handling machines, such as quay cranes, gantry cranes, reach stackers, forklifts, straddle carriers or automated guided vehicles (AGVs). These machines play a vital role in terminal operations and influence considerably total container throughput. Therefore, microscopic simulation models of terminals have to capture their activities and movement in a high detail. For this purpose we need a suitable infrastructure representation, especially for the movement modelling. The handling machines may be classified into two basic groups, namely rail-bounded and free-range. The first group comprises quay cranes and gantry cranes, which movement is usually constrained by simple straight rails. Wheeled equipment (reach stackers, forklifts, straddle carriers, AGVs) is included in the second group where the movement is limited only by static and dynamic obstacles, or in case of AGVs by a complex guide path layout. Reach stackers, forklifts and straddle carriers may move freely within the terminal amidst container stacks as well as between trucks and trains currently located in terminal. The AGVs are currently bounded to guide path layout consisting of predefined arcs and junctions, but thanks to the recent development in artificial intelligence and sensor hardware these constraints may be probably resolved, hence we classified AGVs into the second group. In what follows we refer to members of this group as entities. Our goal is to design and implement a movement system which will produce visually convincing paths for various types of entities. We understand a path as movement from one position to another without intersecting any static or dynamic obstacles in the way. This system will be deployed in our simulation module for transport terminals which is currently being developed. To achieve this, we need to represent the underlying infrastructure using some type of data structure. Common approach is to split the modelled space into grid-of-tiles [1] . Infrastructure modelling using grid-of-tiles with a few extensions was also presented in our recent works discussing container terminals [2] and warehouses [3] . There are also several works analysing quad trees [4] , visibility graphs and Voronoi diagrams [5, 6] . Tozour [7] provides demonstration application to compare tiles, quad trees, navigation meshes and further existing structures. Inspiring ideas about infrastructure processing, path finding and artificial intelligence for computer games (applicable also to academic research and simulations) are given by Patel [8] . This paper deals in particular with a data structure called navigation mesh, which splits the modelled space into set of convex polygons. This structure is introduced in detail in the following section. There are several ways how to construct it, we elaborate a simple approach exploiting some specifics of the container terminal environment. After that, an application of navigation mesh for path finding is briefly outlined, followed by conclusion and some pointers to future work.
Navigation mesh in general
As mentioned by Oliva and Pelechano [9] , the concept of navigation mesh was introduced by Snook in 2000 [10] . They are also known under the term cell-and-portal graphs. Navigation meshes originated from meadow maps used in robotics. Meadow map is a decomposition of the traversable space into a series of convex polygons. In navigation mesh all pairs of adjacent polygons share a portal, formed by the edge between them. If two polygons share both edge points, then the entire edge is marked as portal (see portal p1 on Fig. 1 ). Otherwise only the common part of the edge is usable for movement between these polygons (portal p2 on Fig. 1 ). The navigation mesh (in the following text called NavMesh, for short) brings some benefits:
• Low number of collision tests. Only entities located in the same polygon are usually checked. An exception applies to entity positioned near portal where the entities from the adjacent polygon have to be considered as well.
• Information about the modelled space possessed by the particular entity can be easily limited to elements (entities, static obstacles, resources, etc.) positioned inside current polygon.
• Fast path finding using standard graph algorithms, such as Dijkstra or A* [11] . Each polygon or portal (or both) is considered as a graph node (see section 4).
• Usability in 2D as well as in 3D space [12] [13] [14] .
A major disadvantage of NavMesh, in comparison with traditional grid-of-tiles approach, is that it cannot deal with highly dynamic obstacles, such as vehicles. In case of a grid, each tile is occupied by at most single entity and collision avoidance may be solved on a tiles level, while in NavMesh may multiple entities share the same polygon. Hence, special collision avoidance methods (e.g. steering behaviours [15] ) are necessary to achieve collision-free movement of the modelled entities.
NavMesh creation
The polygons in NavMesh can be of different shape. The simplest are triangular polygons [13, 14, 16] usually constructed using Delaunay triangulation. These can be subsequently merged into rectangles, quadrilaterals or higher level polygons with Hertel-Mehlhorn algorithm [17] and its extensions [18] . Space Filling Volumes [19] represent another approach to create NavMesh. Multiple seeds are initially placed in the space in unit square distance. Afterwards they grow in all possible directions until an obstacle or bounds of another seed polygon are reached. If the adjacent polygons form a convex shape, they are merged. The original method allows creating axes-aligned polygons only. However, it can be enhanced to construct polygons of various shapes with better covering of the space [20] . Polygons do not have to be convex in general, but then we lost the guarantee to move inside the same polygon without intersecting any static obstacles. Additional obstacle avoidance techniques have to be employed. Haumont et al. [21] provided in their related work an approach which does not guarantee to create convex polygons. However, the declared major application lies not in path finding, but in 3D image segmentation. There is currently no standardised best method of producing a navigation mesh [20, p. III] . Generation of optimal space representation was shown to be an NP-hard problem [22] because of infinite number of possible solutions [20] . Suitability of the particular division into polygons can be evaluated using plenty of metrics [18, 20] , from which the number of created polygons and space coverage are the most common. Coverage means if the whole traversable space is covered by polygons, or there are areas which could be used for entities movement, but are not covered and therefore impassable.
Navigation mesh in container terminal simulation
Container terminal is a specialised facility with specific environment arrangement. We can find here in particular input and output gateways, storage yards (which are mostly divided into rectangular blocks), infrastructure (roads, rails, areas for wheeled handling equipment movement), parking areas for trucks, administrative buildings, container loading and repair facilities. Maritime terminals comprise also berth, which is normally equipped with quay cranes. Handling equipment is responsible for unloading, transfer and loading of containers from / to vehicles or storage yards.
Our objective is to model and simulate its operations in a detailed way. For this we need a reliable representation of the terminal infrastructure. Our first choice was grid-of-tiles [2] , which was combined with predefined guide path layout [3] . NavMesh seems to be promising alternative, especially thanks to usual terminal arrangement: rectangular storage blocks and corridors for handling equipment movement. In what follows we will outline how the NavMeshes can be built and used for path finding.
Obstacles
Before the NavMesh construction starts, we have to identify obstacles located inside the modelled terminal. The natural obstacles in terminals are formed by buildings. Storage blocks are a special volatile type of obstacles, because if the particular block holds containers, it is impassable. However, if some or all of the containers are removed, the storage area can be used again for movement. We have decided to consider all storage areas as obstacles during the NavMesh construction phase and to assign additional information about the obstacle type to each corresponding polygon. When the path finding routine processes the obstacle polygon, it also checks its type and, in case of storage yard, inspects its content. Besides that we can still mark the storage block as non-volatile and impassable (applicable to racks in warehouses, for instance). Special attention should be paid to the interaction of handling equipment and external vehicles (such as trucks). The roads within terminal form another type of volatile obstacle. The road (or usually its part) is blocked only if there is one or more vehicles (staying or moving). We can model them in a similar way as the storages with special polygons, or just register them in the underlying polygons and use local collision avoidance methods to deal with vehicles. We have decided to employ the second option because the first one could lead to unnecessary fragmentation of the space inside terminal during weak road traffic hours. In addition, covering of road curves would require creation of nonrectangular and possibly concave polygons.
Sweep algorithm
After the obstacles identification is complete, the NavMesh construction can start. We have created a simple algorithm based on well-known sweep line technique, similar to the Vertical Cell Decomposition mentioned by Hale [20] . Our implementation differs in use of event walls instead of event points and adds a concept of hard and volatile obstacles. Event walls constitute positions where new polygons are created and the portals are closed, created or modified. Our algoritm relies on the already listed property of a typical container terminal and warehouse: rectangular storage blocks with perpendicular corridors, mostly connected to a free-range area (near rail part of a terminal or near road ramps in a warehouse). The algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is able to cope with axes-aligned input space only. It splits the space into convex axes-aligned polygons. Data structures for a polygon and interconnecting portals are defined as follows:
Polygon:
• List of portals to adjacent polygons
• Type {Free, Hard obstacle, Volatile obstacle}
• Bounds (array of points)
Portal:
• Adjacent polygons (always two)
• Center (reference position for path finding)
• Width (may be used in path finding and checked against the entity width)
If the modelled space does not contain any obstacles, then just a single polygon is constructed without any portals and algorithm ends, otherwise the first of three phases (initialisation, processing and finalisation) starts. Now we briefly describe operations performed in each of them using illustrative example depicted on Fig. 3 . Initialisation phase begins with identification of the start and end walls of the obstacles. These walls are consequently used as breakpoints for the sweep line (Fig. 2 ). All found walls are then sorted according to their position. If we state the x axis to be a guideline for the sweep line movement, then the walls are sorted by their projection on this axis (Fig. 2) . Initialisation phase of the algorithm comprises also creation of the first polygon (see polygon number 1 on Fig. 3a ) that fills the space from the axis x to the first obstacle wall. Two new open portals are constructed: below and above the current wall (see dashed lines on Fig. 3a) . Open portal is a portal for which we know only its first polygon. The second one (in the example from Fig. 3 always the polygon on the right side) will be added in some of the future steps, and the open portal will be then transformed into a regular portal. It is worth to note a special situation with one or more obstacles touching the x axis: multiple open portals have to be constructed instead of the mentioned polygon. When all of the polygons created from these initial portals are completed, the initial portals are removed. Processing phase forms the heart of the algorithm. All remaining walls are processed in order. If the current processed wall represents an obstacle start, then exactly one open portal is always influenced. This open portal is closed, new polygon is created and two (Fig. 2b ) new open portals are identified. If the current obstacle touches space boundaries, then a portal is formed only on the other side of this obstacle (Fig. 3e) . If the space contains two or more walls with equal sweep line position, they are processed in sequence according to their position on the secondary axis (axis y in our example). End wall processing invokes new polygons and an open portal creation (Fig. 3c, 3d) . Portals under and above the corresponding obstacle are merged together with wall and form this new open portal. Again, if the obstacle touches space boundaries, there is none portal on this side of obstacle to merge (Fig. 3f) . Finalisation phase closes all open portals and for each of them constructs corresponding polygon. Figure 3g ) shows a space with end vertical polygon created between the vertical obstacle and space end on the right. After that polygons for volatile obstacles (typically storage blocks) are added. The hard obstacles do not have to be modelled, because they cannot be used for movement and their boundaries are involved in adjacent free polygons.
Algorithm variations
The proposed algorithm may employ the sweep line technique for both 2D axes, not only the x axis. Figure 4 shows the algorithm result for the space from Fig. 3 with axis y used as a sweep line guideline. Another issue is how to deal with multiple walls with equal position. We have applied a lazy approach by processing walls one by one. This can be seen on Fig. 3c) and 3d) . New open portal is at first created up to the top obstacle and, in the next step, it is modified and extended to the top space boundary. Alternative approach is to find all walls with equal position and process them at once. NavMesh for rotated space with rectangular obstacles may be also constructed by the proposed algorithm. There are two options: 1) apply transformation matrix to all vertices in the space in order to achieve axes-aligned environment before the algorithm run; 2) modify the algorithm to a general form and work with projections of the obstacles on rotated axes (see Fig. 5 ). 
Algorithm extension for container terminals
NavMesh allows us to easily define access rules into storage blocks for various types of handling equipment. During the creation of polygons for obstacles, we can append additional portals for movement between volatile obstacles and free adjacent polygons. Selected obstacle edge(s) are transformed into portals and optionally supplemented with constraints (e.g. handling equipment type, see Fig. 6 ). Path finding routine will then automatically navigate given equipment type to the storage from the proper direction. NavMesh is also applicable for information gathering during simulation run, statistical data can be gathered per polygon. It can help, for instance, to determine regions or corridors with heavy traffic or many collision avoidance conflicts. Moreover, we may monitor movement of the equipment and use these data directly in a simulation run. An example is area under gantry crane which could be guarded by special navigation polygon. When an AGV or a truck, which should be transloaded by the gantry crane, enters this polygon, it is recorded and information is sent to the corresponding crane representation in the simulation. This can replace eyes of a real-world crane operator. Further use of NavMesh lies in fast identification of entities in the narrow corridors during path finding to the target position. The particular entity (forklift, reach stacker, straddle carrier) can then decide if it is more convenient to wade through a cluttered passage or to try another free altough longer path.
Path finding
Path finding in NavMesh may be accomplished using standard algorithms from graph theory, such as Dijkstra or A* [11] . Center points of individual polygons and portals usually form nodes in graph. We have created and employed a slightly modified approach in which the graph nodes are not constituted by the polygons, but only by the portals (more precisely by their center points, see Fig. 7 ). Polygons are considered as edges. If the start and target position lie in the same polygon, then the path is constructed immediately as a straight line. Otherwise we skip through the portals until a portal connected to the target polygon is found. The last part of the path is then formed by a straight line connecting the target position (not necessary equal to the target polygon center) and the corresponding portal. The algorithm for NavMesh creation listed in the previous section determines also the width of portals. This allows us to easily decide if the particular entity can pass through the portal by checking the entity width. The original path, found e.g. by the A* algorithm, is perfectly usable for movement. However, it may comprise several unnecessary turns and sometimes it can be also shortened. This fact is caused by discrete node representation of the modelled space. For this reason we have created an additional smoothing algorithm (Algorithm 2) that may be applied in order to minimise the number of necessary turns and to shorten the path. It utilises with advantage the convexity of the created polygons and its main idea lies in connecting of the path nodes by a straight line without intersecting any obstacle in the way. Each node, except the start and the target, is either excluded from the path, or replaced by a temporary node. This temporary node is created by shifting the original node towards the intersected obstacle while maintaining a safe distance related to the entity width. Example of the smoothing process is depicted on Fig. 7 . The resulting path is collision-free only in case of static obstacles. Other moving entities form the dynamic obstacles which have to be taken into account during the movement. Here existing local collision avoidance methods (steering behaviours, elaborated by Reynolds [15] ) may be deployed. These are based on attracting and detracting vectors which lead the entity to its target and maintain a safe distance from the obstacles. Combination of at least three behaviours, namely path following, obstacle avoidance (static obstacles) and separation (dynamic obstacles) seems to be adequate for our purpose. However, more detailed description of this method is beyond the scope of this paper, for more information see [15] .
Experiments
NavMesh and the suggested algorithm have been integrated into simulation tool Villon [23] . This tool is used in particular for building of microscopic simulation models of rail traffic, road traffic and logistic terminals, with infrastructure layout (usually from AutoCAD) precisely corresponding to its real-world counterpart. The previously used grid-of-tiles representation of the infrastructure was compared to NavMesh. The main advantage of NavMesh lies in space coverage. Figure 7 . Path found using the A* algorithm (solid line) through the portals center points (denoted with black circles) and its smoothed version (dashed line). Shifted nodes are depicted as empty circles. Process description: a) start node can be connected with nodes 2, 3 and 4, the node 4 is transformed to a temporary node; b) this new temporary node can be connected only with node 5, next temporary node is added under node 5; c) none smoothing between modified node 5 and 7 is possible, new temporary node under node 6 is formed and the path is completed; d) resulting smoothed path comprising five nodes N1 -N5. Original nodes 2 and 3 were excluded, nodes 4, 5 and 6 were replaced by temporary nodes.
Algorithm 2 Smoothing algorithm
The NavMesh polygons cover the entire space between obstacles. However, the discrete nature of grid-of-tiles does not allow representing the space in a similar way. The reason is that if a part of a tile is blocked by an obstacle, then the whole tile is marked as blocked (see Fig. 8 ). Coverage of the traversable space using NavMesh is therefore always better or at least equal to the grid-of-tiles. Moreover, if there are narrow corridors in the model, some of them can be totally blocked if the tiles are employed. We have noticed this behaviour for instance on the model of warehouse presented in our previous work [3] . Layout of this model is similar to a bigger terminal and consists of a rectangular space with 680 pallet racks divided into 17 blocks with many narrow corridors. Possible solution is to reduce the size of tiles but this can lead to tiles which are smaller than the moving entities. This would have a considerable impact on path finding complexity and an additional collision avoidance mechanism during movement itself would be needed as well. NavMesh also requires the collision avoidance techniques but path finding is in general simpler and faster because of lower number of graph nodes.
There is also an opportunity to combine NavMesh and grid-of-tiles approach. Modelled space is at first split into convex polygons by the algorithm and consequently each polygon is divided into grid of square tiles (Fig. 9) . Size of tiles may depend on expected mobile entities width. For instance, if entities width is about 0.7 * d (see Fig. 9 ), the horizontal polygons should be filled with only one row of tiles. However, the vertical polygon is wide enough for two entities moving simultaneously or oppositely and thus should be divided into two columns of tiles. Special attention has to be paid to interface between tiles from different polygons and to definition of possible transitions. Another subject to consider and compare is path finding with collision avoidance in case of grid-of-tiles and NavMesh infrastructure representation. Various comparison criteria can be employed here, such as average length of the found and the executed path, or average number of tested nodes during path finding. These issues will be considered and evaluated on a larger set of models in the future.
Conclusion
Microscopic simulation of any type of environment requires modelling of the underlying infrastructure in a way which enables us to deal with obstacles and to find visually convincing paths. We have addressed one of the possible methods called navigation mesh. The space was split into multiple convex polygons connected by portals. Several approaches to build the NavMesh were mentioned and our proposed algorithm, using concept of a sweep line technique, was presented. This algorithm is designed to deal only with a space containing rectangular obstacles. However, typical arrangement of container terminals and warehouses (and also production halls) satisfies this requirement. For these environments we also suggested an approach comprising hard and volatile obstacles with possible guarded access for different types of handling equipment. If the modelled infrastructure contains obstacles of a more complex shape, then the particular part of the terminal space has to be edited manually, or another advanced method has to be employed. A promising direction in this field of research seems to be the application of the growth methods (described in detail by Hale [20] ). These methods initially distribute seeds in the modelled space in unit square distance. The seeds then grow in all directions and form new convex polygons. After the navigation mesh is constructed, the path finding takes its place. We have presented our suggested algorithm for path smoothing and briefly outlined how to deal with the dynamic obstacles using steering behaviours. Our further aim is to compare NavMesh to the previously employed grid-of-tiles approach [2, 3] on a set of test models of container terminals and warehouses. Moreover, we intend to implement some of the above-mentioned, more sophisticated algorithms and to create (fully or partially) automatic system which will be able to find the most suitable partitioning of the space into polygons using various types of metrics [18, 20] . Promising direction for the next work seems to be also the combination of NavMesh and grid-of-tiles approach.
